5 Steps How to build
robust and reliable
roulette system,
forever!

Are you ready to be CONSTANTLY in the profit?
(playing robust roulette system)

Do you want to learn in just 5 Steps how to build
robust roulette system ?

What if you could INSTANTLY play
already developed and tested
roulette system for free ?

Let me ask you a
question …
Do you ever feel like you’re
the only person who always
loose playing roulette ?

Does your heart beat fast if
you bet the last $ in your
bankroll ?

Would it be awesome if there were a
way to learn How to build roullete
systems, INSTANTLY, and benefit from
it FOREVER ?

hello!
I am Petr Kulhanek (est. 1979)
15+ years of online roulette experience
Master’s degree in Statistics, Probabilities and Econometric
modeling (University of Life Sciences in Prague)
Development of own statistical app for roulette (VRS app)
40+ roulette systems
10+ years of development
Creator of unique roulette patterns’ system called VRSEDGE (base
on statistical calculations and Law of average)

Unfortunately, playing the roulette profitably,
isn’t as easy as just bet on RED or BLACK five
times in a row.
You have to try several ideas, bet on streets,
dozens and 0, to find out that it doesn’t work.
While you might try a lot of “free”
roulette systems from Internet,
you can quickly understand, that
they almost always loose your
money.
If you ever felt the frustration with loosing a
money playing roulette system, then i can relate
to you, perfectly.

Just like you, i struggled with roulette systems
… until i started to use statistical and
analytical APP and good quality money
management
Billy Winton system +
Wave effect
Zig Zag dominance
and No repeat
systems
Fibonacci Advantage
Skipping Technique
system + own app
Betting on dozens
and columns with
progression

Not in profit times
2002

HGF Ratio system

Delta numbers,
NICHE, Leading lines
and Clusters systems

VRS systems
+
Money
management

Martingale, AntiMartingale,
Labouchere …

Constantly in profit
Development of Vision-R Roulette systems application

Today

5 Steps How to build robust and reliable
roulette system, forever!
5 Steps

Own experience

Live play in Casino Club

Bonus #1 – free system to
immediate use in casino

Bonus #2 – exclusive offer to
get VRSEDGE system

Bonus #3 – future
#RouletteForLiving news and
special offers for free

I will lead you Step by Step through
the roulette system development. I
will reveal all important building
stones to come up with robust
system.

I will give you, completely free, one
fully developed and tested system
which you can immediatelly start to
play in your casino.

I will teach you all what I have
learned during my 15+ years of
experience playing roulette with
systems.

I use combination of 2 numbers’
patterns with long term success. I
will give you a special offer to get it
as well.

I will play one LIVE session in Casino
Club as part of webinar and apply
the roulette system, which we will
build together.

All webinar participiants will receive
news and new systems’ experience
for free.

1.

step
Own experience

“Is better to start with
smaller bankroll, and
use lower base bet
amounts.”
“Because we want to
see first, how the
system will behave in
the LIVE play. “

“If it goes fine, we can
increase base bet
amount and bankroll.”

Define your bankroll
Theory:
Define your primary bankroll base on your income +
secondary bankroll in case you loose the primary one
Example:
Primary bankroll: 500 $
Secondary bankroll: 1000 $

Monthly income: 3000 $ -> Primary bankroll 500 $

2.

step
Own experience

“ I like betting on
several numbers’
pattern, therefore I am
looking for such a type
of system”
“BTW: Even if we bet on
street, dozen or RED,
we are betting just on
numbers ”

Develop your system

PART 1

Theory:
Define your system rules, test it either in online casino or
in your own app on millions of random spins. (millions can
be done only in app, not online, I know )
The results of your system have to be in certain
boundaries. (you cannot bet 500$ on 1 number in 1 spin)
If all test results are promissing, play in Practise mode in
online casino to see the performance. (at least 1000
spins)

2.

step
Own experience

“If you don’t want to
spend time playing
Practise mode, just
skip it. But in case of
500 $ bankroll, start
playing with base bet
amount 0,1 $ on one
number.
You want to prove the
system first.”
“Playing with real
money is more fun”

Develop your system

PART 2

Theory:
If also Practise mode is promissing and in the profit after
minimum 1000 spins, go LIVE.
Precisely apply all rules, which you defined and stick to
them in all times.
Remember: In the long run, you will face “Variance from
average” and this is the most critical moment if you play
well tested roulette system. -> again, follow your rules!!!

2.

step
Roulette spins:
17 (start to play)
2
15
7 (one hit)
25
33
10 spins
3
8
21
0

Develop your system

PART 3

Example: … Now I will, together with you, create and develop
fully robust and ready to use system, let’s get started! …
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

I don’t want to use any analytical APP during my LIVE
session
Therefore I have to be able to calculate Progression and
identify numbers’ pattern without APP
My statistical and probability tests recommend to use this
numbers’ pattern: 7,17,27 (it has high winning ratio)
7, 27 are RED, 17 is BLACK, all are ODD numbers, they
represent 1st, 2nd, 3rd dozen
When to start betting: if in the last 10 spins 2 of these 3
numbers hit, but they don’t repeat and 7,17,27 is last spin

2.

step
Roulette spins:
27 (profit, stop)
28
5
17 (start to play)
2
15
7
25
33
10 spins
3
8
21
0

Develop your system

PART 4

Example: … roulette game story continues …
1) Our tests recommend to use 3 levels of progression
2) When to stop betting:
7,17,27 hits (we earn money)
or 1 level of progression is over (waiting for 2.level)
or StopLoss is reached (stop playing for today)
or 3 levels of prog. are reached ( stop playing current
roulette table)
3) The progression length is 8 spins per level (3 times 8 spins)
4) If our numbers 7,17,27 don’t hit within 8 spins, stop and wait
again for the same STARTING PATTERN to go to 2.level of
progression

2.

step

Develop your system
Example: … PROGRESSION calculation…
1)

Tip:
“The same way,
you can
calculate any
type of
progression”
“Important is
that you loose
max. 6% of your
bankroll if
progression is
not successful”

PART 5

We bet on 3 numbers, with 500 $ bankroll, base bet
amount is 0,20 $ per number -> 0,04% from bankroll
NOTE: keep your base bet low, so that you can apply save
progression cycles
2) We will use 3 levels of progression, 3 times 8 spins
3) 1. level will cost us 4,80 $ and AVG profit in 8 spins is 4,50 $
4) 2.level + 1.level will cost us 12,60 $ and AVG profit is 3,80 $
5) 3.level + 2.level + 1.level will cost us 28,20 $ and AVG profit is
3,50 $
If we are not successful in all 3 levels, we lose maximal 28,20$
which is 5,6 % of our bankroll -> we play save progression

2.

step
“Use this table
for your
reference during
a play”
“We are not
using any APP,
this table is only
one small
calculation help,
if needed ”

Develop your system

PART 6

Example: … PROGRESSION table calculation…
3
8 spins 3 spins
numbers
1. level
2.level
3.level

5 spins

1 spin

4 spins

3 spins

0,4$

0,6$

0,8$

0,2$
0,2$

0,4$

2.

step
Petr Kulhanek’s
note:
“This is the only
critical moment
when you play
robust roulette
system”
“Please keep
maximum
focus!”

Develop your system

PART 7

Example: … How to deal with Variance from average …
If we hit one of our 3 numbers (7,17,27) during 3 levels of
progression, we are in profit and close the game.
If not, our bankroll is 471,80 $. (we lost 28,20$ after 3 levels)

The MOST important and MOST difficult moment is ahead of
us!
How can we recover from this loss if AVG profit in all 3 levels is
3,50 $ ? We need minimum RRR 8:1 to break even if we don’t use
any other way. But we will 

2.

step
Hint:
“Always consider
minimal RRR 4:1
and higher,
especially
because of
overcoming the
variance of
average with
progression”

Develop your system

PART 8

Example: … How to deal with Variance from average …
Option 1:
1) Open new private roulette table
2) Wait for the same pattern
3) Multiply base bet 0,2$ 3 times = base bet is 0,6$
4) Play all 3 levels of progression with this multiplicator
5) Base on our tests, we know, that our RRR is 5:1, 5 times we
finish game in profit, 1 time we loose 3 levels of progression
6) So we assume to overcome Var.from AVG with RRR
7) There is a high probability (84%) that new session will be
successful one because of RRR 5:1
8) We apply this approach until we are back in profit and
decrease base bet to 0,20$

2.

step
Pattern 2:
11 (start to play)
2
34
18
3
12
36
2
16
22 (first hit)

Develop your system

PART 9

Example: … How to deal with Variance from average …
Option 2:
1) Stay in the same private roulette table
2) Base on tests, we know, that there is a strong correlation
between pattern 7,17,27 in 10 spins and pattern 11,22,33 in
10 spins (if pattern 1 doesn’t work, then pattern 2 does)
3) We wait until pattern 2 is valid and start betting on 3
numbers 11,22,33 with base bet 0,20$ * 4 = 0,80$ all 3
levels of progression (hopefully not needed)
4) We repeat that until we are in the profit and then decrease
base bet to 0,20$

2.

step
“You can use e.g.
11 spins or just 5
spins of
progression”
“But be aware of
that it becomes
expensive if you
bet on more
then 4
numbers… ”

PART 10

Develop your system
Why do we use 8 spins in our progression?
Probability of win is: 50% (1-(34/37)8) – in 1 level
Expectation of win is: 65% (8*3/37) – in 1 level

We can play 8 spins in 3 levels of progression and still loose
maximum only 5,6% of our bankroll
So that we can apply higher coefficient (3 or 4) to beat
Variance from average with our RRR 5:1

PART 11

2.

step
“I am giving you
an idea how you
can evaluate
and enhance
your system”
“I strongly
believe that our
system will work
in original setup
and also in
enhanced
setup”

Develop your system

Example: After evaluation of our system, we could consider two
enhancements:
1)

Keep the same numbers 7,17,27 but start betting if any of
these 3 numbers appears. Don’t wait for 2 numbers in 10
spins. (we will play now 1 Hot and 2 Cold numbers)
2) Prolong our progression from 8 spins to 11 spins per level
we increase probability of win to: 61% (in 1 level)
we increase expectation of win to: 89% (in 1 level)
first 11 spins we don’t have to increase base bet
maximal loss is 66$ after 3 levels of 33 spins
average profit 3,50$ is the same
max. base bet is 2$ per number

2.

step
4 numbers prog.
sequence:
1.Level ($ per nb)
1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1
2.Level
2,2,2,2,3,3,3,4
3.Level
4,5,5,6,7,8,9,10

“You can also
play just 2 levels
of progression”

PART 12

Develop your system

Example: One more possible enhancement, secret one, for our
system!
Instead of 7,17,27 we will play 0,10,20,30 numbers’ pattern
Our “seed”, when to start, will be no. 0, whenever 0 hits, we
start betting on 10,20,30 with 8 spins 3 levels progression
Or
Our “seed” will be all 4 numbers 0,10,20,30, whenever one of
these 4 numbers hits, start betting 8 spins 3 levels of
progression -> keep in mind that you need different
progression sequence because of betting on 4 numbers

Uff,

we’ve discussed a lot of stuff so far …

and we continue

3.

step
Own experience

“In the past, I didn’t
care about Stoploss or
Profit target, I wanted
to earn all lost money
back or I was greedy
and wanted more. The
result was always not
satisfying -> now I use
that strictly as part of
the system’s rules”

PART 1

Stoploss & Profit target
Theory:
You have to define your Stoploss and also Profit target,
no discussion 
If you loose certain amount of your bankroll, your
emotions are not under control and you are going to
loose a lot more money -> Stoploss
The successful 5 sessions in row will not last forever, is
better to take the profit and comeback next time ->
Profit target

3.

step
Own experience

“Maybe 35$ doesn’t
look that it is so much,
but remember that
normally you play
base bet 1$ which is 5
times more. In this
case daily PT is 175$
For base bet 1$, we
need 2500$ bankroll”

PART 2

Stoploss & Profit target
Example:
Base on my experience with roulette, I consider Stoploss
amount as maximum 20% of initial bankroll. In our case, it
is 100$ which is 20% from 500$.
If we loose 100$, we stop playing for today and come back
tomorrow.
Our AVG profit in 3 levels of prog. is 3,50$, our RRR is 5:1 so
recommended is 2 * 5 * 3,50 = 35$ as our profit target per
day (2 = experience coefficient, 5 = winning ratio)

4.

step

Own experience

“Personally I haven’t
had a bad experience
with online casinos,
but I play mostly in
one or two whole time”

Online casino setup

PART 1

Theory:
We are looking only for thrustful, audited and proven
online casinos.
Thrustful – very good (not fake) references on internet
Audited – casino should provide clear information who is
auditing company, it should be independent worldwide
known auditing authority
Proven – minimum 5+ years online, but better 10+ years

Define your table and betting limits, turbo mode on/off

4.

step
Hint:

“RNG = random
number generator”
“Turbo mode = spins
are generated faster”

Online casino setup

PART 2

Example:
I recommend online casinos:
1) Casino Club (10+ years of personal experience,
perfect service, immediate withdrawals, plenty of
bonuses, great support)
2) Pokerstars casino (7+ years of experience, the
biggest poker site – they don’t need to manipulate
any of RNG numbers)

We will play only on Private tables with minimum bet 0,1$
and maximum bet 5$, turbo mode ON.

5.

step
Hint:

“This statistical
evaluation is only
possible with my VRS
App, but you can
prepare similar
calculation also in
Excel”
“It is very thrilling to
enter generated
numbers and see new
pattern coming”

PART 1

Maximum edge systems
I use statistics : What is the maximum and average for
non-hitting number or numbers’ pattern ?

I calculate maximum of non-hitting for:
1) particular numbers
2) two, three, four and 6 numbers’ combinations
3) columns, dozens, colours, small/big, odd/even
4) plus I define own combinations of numbers e.g. 8 and
2, 32 and 23, 8,18,28 …
5) When the pattern of non-hitting according to
average will appear we can start betting with
predefined progression

5.

step

PART 2

Maximum edge systems

5.

step
Hint:

“In table, you can find
statistics for nonhitting of numbers. I
personaly prefer Hot
numbers instead of
Cold ones”
“It means better to
combine Hot, Cold and
correlated numbers in
one system – just as
we did at this
webinar!”

PART 3

Maximum edge systems

5.

step
Hint:

“Base on tests I found
out that if I bet on one
number 10 spins after
the pattern appeared,
I have plenty of levels
to win”
“Sometimes is
possible to bet only 2
spins after pattern,
very cheap and
relaxing progression”

PART 4

Maximum edge systems
I use statistics : What is the numbers’ pattern, that has
the highest winning ratio?

My another approach how to find new roulette system is
that I statistically measure numbers’ patterns.
Example: I observed, that quite offen if no. 8 hits, also no. 2
hits if there are a lot of small, ideally black numbers
generated in last 20 spins.
I run milions of spins in App and checking if this idea has
an edge and what might be the most profitable
progression.

5.

step
Hint:

“In general we always
look for any possible
numbers combination,
which might have an
edge.
We know that
probability is the same
for all numbers, but
maybe some
combinations of
numbers work better
then others.”

PART 5

Maximum edge systems

Which characteristics you should evaluate for your
system during tests:
✘ Maximum acceptable drawdown (e.g. 300$ in 100 000
spins)
✘ Maximum acceptable base bet (e.g. 10$ per number
and spin)
✘ Maximum loss for 1,2,3 or more levels of progression
✘ Average progression profit (e.g. 15$ in 24 spins)
✘ RiskRewardRatio (e.g. system wins in average 6 times
and loose 1 time per 3 levels of progression)
✘ Coefficient for Variance from average play (e.g. 3,4,5 ...)
✘ Numbers’ patterns with statistical edge evaluated on
millions of spins

5.

step
Hint:

“This combination
excercise gives you a
good idea, why is
better to leave the
table if it doesn’t go
right then try to beat
the current numbers
sequence with crazy
and expensive
progressions.”

PART 6

Maximum edge systems
What are the possible combinations of numbers’
outcome:
✘ 1 spin = 37 possible outcomes
✘ 2 spins = 37*37 = 1369 possible outcomes
✘ 10 spins = 4808584372417849 possible outcomes . . .

Important message: You can see that even in 10 spins
there are so many combinations of numbers which might
appear and this reflects to our “One degree of Freedom”
rule.
If current table and RNG numbers’ sequence are not in
your favor, leave the table, open new one and you will
have completaly new, possibly favorable sequence 

bonus
step
Hint:

“Every single roulette
table will generate
unique and different
numbers’ sequence”
“If one table is
extremely tough to
play, just close it, open
new one and most of
the time you will win
quite easily”

PART 1

“One degree of Freedom”
We all know, that there is not and will never be 100%
successful roulette system.

I am also not winning at every single roulette table which i
open.
I win frequently enough to stay in the profit from long
term point of view because i follow the rules, which i just
shared with you + time to time i have to decide when to
leave the roulette table even in acceptable minus, this i
call “One degree of Freedom”.

bonus
step
Hint:

“Therefore i am
strongly
recommending to
have a maximum
focus on the roulette
session you play. It is
not difficult to play the
system, but it requires
the concentration “

PART 2

“One degree of Freedom”
Some roulette tables are very easy to win and collect the
profit, but some tables are difficult ones.

What i do:
I.
I observe closely the numbers, which are generated
by RNG on the table
II. I am waiting for my Primary numbers’ pattern to
start betting
III. If i pass 2 or 3 levels of progression and no success, i
check which numbers and expecially numbers’
patterns are coming often
IV. If our pattern does not come, RNG is obviously not in
our favor

bonus
step
Hint:

“I shared with you the
most important my
roulette systems rules,
you can just follow
them, but time to time
you have to make your
own decision, which i
call One degree of
Freedom (term comes
from statistics)”

PART 3

“One degree of Freedom”
I.

II.

III.
IV.

If i passed already 2 or 3 levels of progression on my
Primary pattern, no success so far, i check the
generated numbers and look for Secondary pattern
(one of the options for Variance from average)
If Secondary pattern is successful in the history of
generated numbers, i use it to beat VfA and betting 2
levels on that and not any more on my Primary
pattern
If in the history of generated numbers neither
Primary nor Secondary patterns are successful, i
closely observe whether there are other patterns
If yes, e.g. pattern 0,10,20,30 or 7,17,27 i will use them
to beat VfA

bonus
step

PART 4

“One degree of Freedom”
I.

Hint:

“If table repeats a lot
of numbers, it is the
sign, that we could
consider to leave the
table, because we
normaly play 1 Hot and
3 Cold numbers”

II.
III.

BUT if i am not sure whether on the current table any
of patterns is really successful and it seems that the
table generates currently a bit biased numbers’
sequences (e.g. a lot of red numbers, repeating
numbers frequently . . . )
I WILL LEAVE THE TABLE, even with the acceptable
loss
BECAUSE i know that the next new table will have
completely different numbers’ sequence and base
on my RRR i will finish next session most of the time
in profit

Our motivation
Experience
You, as this webinar
participant, have incredible
higher experience and
knowledge about Roulette
systems then countless of
other roulette players.

Discipline
You know in every situation
what to do during LIVE roulette
session, you have the system.
It is much easier to stick to the
rules and control emotions.

Results and evaluation
You have already the first
results, you know what to
evaluate and how to move
forward.

Hard work
You’ve already done a lot of
work to go through this
webinar and can easily build on
that.

Rewards
You are and will be rewarded
for your effort -> consistent
profit playing roulette.
The game which we love to
play! 

Bonus #1

Summary of our roulette system
(Author has no responsibility of the system performance in the future)

Numbers’ pattern

7, 17, 27 in last 10 spins 2 of 3
numbers hit, no repeat and last spin
is 7 or 17 or 27
Or enhancements such as
0,10,20,30 pattern

Stoploss & Profit target

SL: 20% of primary bankroll (100$)
PT: 2* 5* 3,50$ = 35$ per day

Progression

3 levels of progression, each level 8
spins
If our number hits, we are always in
profit

Online casino setup
Turbo mode ON
Private tables

Casino club as online casino

Bankroll & Base bet

Primary bankroll: 500$
Secondary bankroll: 1000$
Base bet: 0,2$

Variance from average

Option 1: coeff 3 times and same
pattern
Option 2: coeff 4 times and pattern
2 with numbers 11,22,33
+
“One degree of Freedom ” rule
explained in detail

PART 1

LIVE

Live play in Casino Club
Now i put my real money at risk and
open one new session directly in
Casino Club.
I will play our defined system,
exactly according to rules.
I don’t know the outcome, yet. We
will all see that in a minutes 

PART 2

LIVE

Live play in Casino Club
I’ve started to bet on 7,17,27 because
our pattern appeared.

Base bet 0,2$
I had a bit lower bankroll, 333 Euro, but
still fully acceptable with our save
progression
I set up 8 spins and stop if single win
option, turbo mode ON

PART 3

LIVE

Live play in Casino Club
I played 7 spins and after that our
pattern appeared and no. 7 hit

So we were just in 1.level and
immediately won
We have a profit, close the table and
we can open new private table and
start to apply our system again

PART 4

LIVE

Live play in Casino Club
Now you can see that my bankroll
increased

I normally do not continue on the same
table, because I want to open new,
fresh one
Major reason is that we should not
expect if we win e.g. 2 times in the row,
that this winning sequence will always
continue on the same table

PART 1

Bonus #2

Exclusive offer for
VRSEDGE roulette system
I promised to give you a “Special
and exclusive offer” to get VRSEDGE
system, here it is.
I use very frequently VRSEDGE
roulette system to compete with
casinos. The VRSEDGE system uses
good quality money management
and 2 numbers’ patterns.

PART 2

Bonus #2

Exclusive offer for
VRSEDGE roulette system
This is a preview from VRSEDGE
system guide.

I have hidden several parts of the
system summary, but you can see
that I define exactly the same parts
of the system as we did today in our
webinar.
I use special patterns and “Variance
from average” options.

PART 3

Bonus #2

Exclusive offer for
VRSEDGE roulette system
I lead you the whole time through
the system rules and explain what
to do STEP by STEP
You don’t need any App to apply
and play VRSEDGE system
You can play it with low bankroll
such as 400$

PART 4

Bonus #2

Exclusive offer for
VRSEDGE roulette system
In VRSEDGE system guide i provide
you with a YouTube link (unlisted –
not publicly available) where i play
the system LIVE
4 games in a row
I explain once again all rules of
VRSEDGE system, you can just copy
my style, my thinking and create a
profit for you!

PART 5

Bonus #2

Exclusive offer for
VRSEDGE roulette system

As you are already my roulette student and
“colleague”, I decided to offer you special
price for VRSEDGE system
Normally, I charge for such a knowledge
edge 350$ and more
Today, I offer you VRSEDGE system
complete guide just for: 42$
(Because avg. profit of VRSEDGE system is
21$ -> play just 2 games and you have it
back )

PART 6

Bonus #2

Exclusive offer for
VRSEDGE roulette system
Take this exceptional offer and decide
VRSEDGE system guide has 25 slides, full of
straight forward information
I compiled my 15+ knowledge and
experience into this guide, nothing left

I am not responsible for any VRSEDGE system results
in the future. You play the system at your own risk.
100% successful roulette system doesn’t exist !

Next steps:
visit special VIP page
proceed with BUY NOW via PayPal
enjoy VRSEDGE system guide and play!

PART 6

Bonus #2

Exclusive offer for
VRSEDGE roulette system

1.STEP Go to page:
www.VRSEDGE.com/vrsedgesystemvipsection.html
2.STEP
proceed with BUY NOW via PayPal for exclusive
price only 42$ for the complete VRSEDGE system
guide including VIP not publicly available
instructional video
3.STEP
after the payment, you will be redirected to
download page of VRSEDGE system guide. Enjoy it
and good play! Petr

thanks!
Any questions?
You can catch me at
shareschoice@gmail.com
Web: www.rouletteforliving.com

